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NEW QUESTION: 1
You want to work with the sap gate way performance trace tool
(transaction/IWFND? TRACES). What can you configure?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. The maximum number of entries in the trace
B. The duaration in hours for the active trace

C. The application server(S) on which the trace is activated
D. The number of days to keep the performance trace data
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Tables are created in the database for a Service Builder entity
after:
A. Tables must be created manually
B. The portlet is added to a page for the first time
C. The Ant "build-service" target has run
D. The portlet is deployed for the first time
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
The _______ shantytown was infested with vermin and _______
with disease.
A. lugubrious .. fraught
B. tidy .. inoculated
C. squalid .. rife
D. spurious .. infected
E. attractive .. riddled
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A shantytown is a collection of ramshackle dwellings that are
often miserable, dirty, or squalid. Such places
are likely to be rife, or filled, with disease.
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